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How to format basis points in excel

I would like to show a cell in basis points, so that if the numerical value is 0.01, it makes it like a chain 1 bps in the cell; 1.00 would show 100 bps Is there a way to do this through custom fitness in Excel? We've made changes to increase our security and reset your password. We just emailed you to . Click on the link to
create a password, then come back here and log in. Hi all, I haven't been able to find a solution to this. I would like to know if there is a custom format that I can use so that a number of 0.14% entered into cellular screens like 14 bps? ThanksPage 2 5 comments In the banking world, many figures are cited as low
anointed - 1/100th or 1%. it's easy to format whole numbers like bp, but it's not ideal because you need to convert the decimal number by multiplying by 10,000 to get an entire number and then have a format like #0 bp; Is there a way #0 to automatically increase a number using a format, so that 0.0065 can be formatted
as bp? I have large interest margin tables that need formatting like bp, but will be used in revenue calculations, and don't want to replicate them unnecessarily, I know you can make thousands and millions, but can't see a way to do it in unique magnitudes Does anyone know if there's a client format I can use to change
the percentage value of a cell to base points? I tried to create mine, but I was having trouble. For example, if the value of the cell in A1 is 2%, I would like it to say 200 basis points instead. Thank you. In Excel, I tried to convert numbers into a number format, using the format/cells/number of the category list. But it will not
take, and remains as a text. Any ideas? Good afternoon, is there a way to enter a colon in a standard number to create a value that can be formatted into a 24-hour time value? for example, a time is listed as 1345 with a general number format, and I want it to be returned as 13:45 with a custom hh:mm format. Other than
creating a table and using a vlookup function, I hope there is a better way? Darren I tried to figure this out on my own, but seem to be hitting roadblocks. I have a column of numbers that we have extracted from a database in whole numbers. for example, 30 should be 0.30 and 100 should be 1.00. when I try to increase or
decrease the comma, it does not allow me to convert it to these positions. would anyone have a tip of how I can easily convert this? there are over 2000 entries in my spreadsheet in order to do it manually would take a lot of time/effort. Thank you! I know this question has been asked a bajillion once, so I apologize for
the redundancy. I work with an Excel spreadsheet and save it as a .csv file in order to download to an application that analyzes data .csv as transactions. The system requires .csv files, that's how I need to save my doc (with this extension). I managed to prevent Excel from hiding this long number in the scientific format. I
saved as a TXT file, pasted more and it's displayed correctly. It's all good. But I have to save as a .csv. So if I do this, close the Excel window, then open again (like the .csv file), the numbers are back to be displayed in the scientific format. I tried to create an Excel document from scratch and enter text into text, to see if it
created a cleaner file. But again, the second I record that .csv, close the window and then open that file again, this scientific dang format is back. Does anyone have any idea how to work around this? Once I've managed to get the numbers to display as the long chain number, how do I get them to stick so they don't
return to the scientific format when I reopen the file? Thank you so much for your help! Hi all, I'm trying to make excel automatically add a top zero to values that are 5 digits long; The number entry is 15185, then excel automatically changes it to 015185. If I put a customer number format of 0-it works, however, a user
could put any length of number in these cells, and if the number is less than 5 digits, I don't want a head zero. Is there a way to write a small macro to sort this out. The figures would have entered the range B16:223. Thank you very much, Andy Dear Sir, If anyone could give me a solution for this its will be a great help to
me. I work in a bank and on every day we receive month to date data on loans and advances made by each branch with the Total Wise Region and Total Wise Manager. With the sum of the loan and the loan account. In our MIS format, the branches in A coulum are sorted and listed in a sequence with the sub-total
region. I have data where if the pivot and bet data should be displayed accordingly in the MIS format. Can someone help me how can we do this or are there other desktop/software addins available if the data is changed on a daily basis and if we do the pivot, it will automatically copy the data in MIS format. Thank you. I
imported a DBF file into Excel and have a column of dates that miss the head zero on the single didgit months. When I try to us the custom format of mm/dd/yyyyy it doesn't work (interestingly, after I select this format if I click on an individual cell, it changes to the right format). Does anyone know a better way to do it?
Thanks in advance! I'm looking for help to have a cell in a text format equals another cell that contains a time value in the hh:mm format. For example: cell A1 has a time format value (hh:mm) of 04:00; which is the start time. I would like the D1 cell to have a 04:00 (the result depends on what entered A1). I would
duplicate the same formulas to reflect Stop Times in other cells. My end result is to have another cell (F1) use the Concatate formula to have the start and stop time displayed in a cell as 04:00 - 12:30. The times changed according to the formatted values of time entered into the opening and downtime cells. I did some
research in the Board of Directors found many great ways to do the opposite, but not convert the time format to the text format. Any assistance is greatly appreciated. -Shane Hi out there, I have a string of numbers and I would like to add zeros at the end of it. For example, my numbers are formatted like this: 1234 and I
would add zeros at the end so that it looks like this: 123400 (no decimal place). I would do it manually, but I have a column of more than 2000 different numbers. Thanks for your help, you guys are great! Hi, I have a figure 4,929,524,832 in Excel. I want to excel to automatically cover this figure in millions/billions/trillions.
I tried through format ellatures, but there was no option for that. Help? Roy Hi Guys, Could you be so nice as to provide a code that will allow me to display a text box on a user rounded form at 1 decimal place. Where am I going wrong.... it calculates the number entered into the text box1 and divides it by a value that
changes in the O26 cell, but the answer is in about 8 or more decimel locations. Only need as 65.3 as a response not 65.277756942 This is the ive code used. Sub-CommandButton1_Click() TextBox2.Value - Val (TextBox1.Value) / Range (O26). Value End Sub Hi all. I have set up a binder that is sent to many different
users. They each keep and use their own copy. I've set it up so everything looks OK and is visible on my screen, but I'm aware that some users may have different screen sizes, different toolbars set up, and so on, which could make some parts not immediately visible to them. I've set up an automatic running macro that
automatically sets the zoom factor to better fit, for many of the spreadsheets, and it works just fine. Here's the code that does it. Code:Sheets (WELCOME). Select Beach (A1:N18). Select ActiveWindow.Zoom - True By repeating this code for each spreadsheet, I can zoom in on each of them. However, the file contains 8
sheets, all of which are arranged identically, except that the number of lines is different. What I want to do is go to the spreadsheet that has the largest number of lines (it's always the same spreadsheet, so I know which one it is), set the zoom factor for this spreadsheet (which I can do, and it still has the same number of
lines), then take that zoom factor, whatever it is - and it will vary depending on the user - and apply it to other spreadsheets that have a similar layout. I could just go through each worksheet and zoom it out automatically, but that would mean that some of the sheets looked very large, others very small, and I would like
them to have consistent appearance. I could also specify a range on each spreadsheet that was similar to the appropriate range on the longest spreadsheet, and zoom in automatically, but that's not ideal either, because some of the line heights vary from sheet to sheet, and again I'll end up with different font sizes. Does
anyone know how to do this? I have a large database with names, addresses, etc. When I try to make changes to the email address, such as changing the change on the letter, Excel tries to email the address. If I click in the formula bar to make the changes, it automatically changes it to all the blue text and highlighted. I
tried to format all the cells as Text to show as entered, but it doesn't work. PLEASE AIDER I have data over time in the fromat standard i.e. 15:00PM, but I need it to be in 24-hour format i.e. 15:00. How can I do that? Hi all, I've been struggling with this for a while now and can't believe how hard it is!. I searched this site
and others for some clarification, but to no avail. It's pretty simple really. I have a user form that contains a tex area for a user to enter the date I want the format to be dd/mm/yyyy but may not know how to set the text box format to this. Please someone can give me a little guide or link me to a good rescource if he has
missed in the search. Thank you in advance. G I have AplphaNumeric part numbers that sometimes contain hyphens or decimals. In order to make them more searchable (since people don't always use hyphens or decimals properly when they search) I would like to create all possible variants of the part number, but with
a formula. Thus AHW18.787 becomes AHW18 787 and AHW18787 with 'SUBSTITUTE(A1, and SUBSTITUTE(A1, ), respectively, and AHRTW-A18-7007 becomes AHRTW A18 7007 and AHRTWA187007 with SUBSTITUTE (A1, - and SUBSTITUTE (A1,-). What I need to be able to do is merge these formulas into one,
so that no matter what the part number format is in A1, I get a version of it with B1 spaces, and a version of it without C1 spaces. I just haven't been able to nest everything together - is it even possible with this command? Thx I try to use conditional fitness to highlight phone calls that came between certain hours. Call
times are in the custom h:mm format, although it can easily be changed to an Excel time format. I use Excel 2002. I want the cell to have a different filling color if it falls within a specific time frame. Example: If the call arrived between 22:00 and 23:59 color is light green. If the call arrived between 23:59 and 08:00 the
color is yellow. Sample spreadsheet is attached. Thank you in advance. Hello everyone, I'm new to this forum and have been using Excel for about 3 years. I've learned a lot, but still can't figure how to make numbers add up in a box like a total running. Meaning, If I have a list and in the list is a cell for element say like
cell a1 is for a box of coke and cell a2 is for a car tire and so on, and I want to keep a total running by adding a number to the cell a1 or a2 like saying 3 c.-to-3 tires or cans of coke and later that day I come back and need to add 2 more...... so I want to be able to just click on the a1 or a2 cell and enter the number 2 and
the cell would add the number in it to the im number adding to it to show a result of 5 tires or whatever. I'm sorry If I don't ask the question in an understandable but this is the best way I can think of asking him.lol anyway, any help would be appreciated, thanks in advance. James How do I code a custom format to display
0% as a dashboard? I know how to make it empty, but I don't really want that.... my formulas are already quite complex so I'm not sure I want to do it as part of the formula... Thank you! Hello. I know it sounds like a very simple thing, but it's really confusing to me. Instead of the axis being on the left side, I wish it cut to
0.0. I have positive and negative values and I need them to be in the center rather than on the left. I tried to shape both the axis and it would seem that the x axis already cuts the y axis in the right pisistion so I need to format the x axis to make the axis there cut it to 0.0. I've already tried typing in 0 instead of 1 and it
keeps saying it has to be more number or equal to 1. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Nicole Ok, I'll try to explain that. I'll have 5 data points in cells such as A2:A6 All I need is to know if there is an upward trend or downward trend of numbers.... I can't have something that just takes the first and last number and
checks whether it's higher or lower. I need to see if they are trending upwards. Also how am I going to do that if they are trending up, it shows an arrow up, and down arrow to down... And finally, if the trend continues at the same rate, how long it will take the number to reach a goal. Each data point will be a week apart,
with an ultimate goal needed to be reached at the end. This will be a completely separate formula on the sheet.... Help? I want to keep the data and format, but get rid of the pivot ability before sharing the spreadsheet. right now if a copy/paste special, I can get the data, but not the formats, any suggestions? Peace for all
of you, I'm still new here, but after searching the forum, I found a great job done for the needy like me. So I have so much hope that I'm anxious to make a schedule for my school that we used to do it manually, I need a code to distribute each teacher schedule with the following basis: the number of classes_ the teacher
is assinged to work with_multiplied by the number of periods (which is editable). for example; Teacher 1 has 2 classes (1-1 and 1-2). Each class must be visited 9 times a week. So Teacher 1 should work 18 times a week the distribution I need look like the example in Sheet (schedule) Please don't let me down any help
'would be greatly Is it possible to have figures added to the same cell and have excel continue to calculate the addition for me in that same cell ...... e.g.: I have the number 8 in cell d2 and I want to add the number 8 to this cell and have excel add the 8 to the previous 8 for a total of 16 in the same cell..... next time I
would add 5, and the total would be 21? Can this be done in one cell? Cell? Cell?
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